Morphological effects of isoflavones (daidzein and genistein) on hypothalamic oxytocin neurons in the neonatal mouse brain slice cultures.
In adults, oxytocin (OXT) has various central functions including social behavior and reproduction. Many of these functions are steroid dependent and are also influenced by naturally occurring phytoestrogens, isoflavones (IFs). The aim of this study was, therefore, to clarify the effects of IFs on OXT neurons in the brain. In particular, the influence of IFs on the central OXT system of infant animal needs to be examined, because IFs are increasingly consumed for weaning as well as dietary supplements. We have morphologically analyzed the central OXT neurons in neonatal mice using slice cultures treated with IFs, daidzein (Ddz) and genistein (Gen). In the supraoptic nucleus (SON) of male mice, Gen decreased the size of OXT neurons, but not of female nor in the paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus (PVN) of neither gender. In female PVN, Ddz and 17β-estradiol (E(2)) increased the frequencies of varicosity on neurites in small OXT neurons (<21μm diameter of cell body). Ddz and Gen, as well as E(2), induced prominent vacuolation of the OXT neurons more frequently in male than in female mice, and in SON than in PVN. Thus, IFs can modulate the hypothalamic OXT neurons and the effects are site-specific and sexually dimorphic, suggesting that neonatal exposure to IFs may modify such a steroid-dependent development of particular neural pathways, including OXT system.